
XRMS Built-In Email Client

Goals

1. Automatically store all emails in XRMS as activities along with calls, faxes, letters,
etc.

2. To retain all email communications on the company's servers.
3. To enable all XRMS users to access the content of emails exchanged with contacts,

regardless of which user communicated with them.
4. To maintain access control policies over email communications using XRMS's built-in

ACL mechanisms.
5. To enable users to access email communications regardless of where they are

connecting from or what client they have available, keeping XRMS as a strictly web-
based application.

Constraints

1. Budget: Limited funds available for this development initiative.
2. Server Resources: In order to maintain as broad of an adoption audience, it is

preferable that the email solution requires little to no additional server
customizations or additional resources in order to work. If possible, it should work
on a simple LAMP environment.

Architecture

NOTE: The implementation described here is purely conceptual and may or may not need
to be modified at the time of actual development based on good security or software
development practices. Feedback from the XRMS community and developers will be needed
regarding this implementation's feasibility, security, efficiency and/or effectiveness.

The proposed implementation will require two new tables in the XRMS database:
1. email_accounts
2. email_attachments

It will consist of the following php scripts:
1. fetch-email.php
2. read-email.php
3. download-attachment.php
4. write-email.php
5. delete-email.php
6. admin-email.php

All scripts except fetch-mail.php must ensure that they are called by a logged-in user and
the admin-email.php must also ensure that it is called by a logged-in user with
administrative privileges.

All scripts with UI output (read-email.php, write-email.php and admin-email.php) must
include XRMS's customary interface (loginbar, page_header, navline, msg and sidebar) with
the actual script output appearing in the Content section of the XRMS layout.



(I am unclear on the differences between POP3 and IMAP email servers but, since both
seem to be quite popular, maybe our goal should be to enable working with both protocols.)

Database Tables

email_accounts

This table will store all user email account authentication credentials. (I am not competent
enough to comment on the security risks involved in storing user email account passwords
in the XRMS database. Developer feedback will be needed on this topic.)

The table will contain the following fields:
1. user_id - An integer field which contains the XRMS user id of the email account

owner.
2. email - A text field which contains the XRMS user's email address.
3. email_password - A (text? Security?) field which contains the XRMS user's email

account password.

It is important to note that, if the XRMS-Email Implementation is adopted by the XRMS
community as part of the system, it will be simpler to integrate this table directly into the
XRMS users table since this table already contains the user_id and email fields data. In
this case, it will only be necessary to add the email_password field to the XRMS users
table.

email_attachments

This table will store all email attachments and additional email addresses and will contain
the following fields:

1. item_id - auto-incrementing value to reference each row in the table.
2. email_id - Since the body and headers of each emails are stored as activities in the

XRMS activities table, this field will be an integer field which will contain the
activity_id from the XRMS activities table which allows to reference the data held
in each row of this table to the activity (email) it belongs to.

3. more_email_addresses - this field will store all additional email addresses found in
the "To:", "Cc:" and "Bcc:" of the email except for the ones matched to the primary
user and contact.

4. attachment - This field must be of a type and size that allows a common-sized email
attachment to be stored in it. (I am not competent enough to comment on how an
attachment file can be stored in a MySQL database field. Developer feedback will be
needed here.)

Data Structure

The general idea is to store the body and headers of each email inside the XRMS internal
activities table and all attachments and additional email addresses (Cc, Bcc) in the
email_attachments table.

When inserting an email in the XRMS activities table, the fields of an activity should be
populated as follows (the fields which are not used are omitted for brevity):



activity_id
This is a (auto-incremented?) integer id which uniquely identifies the new email
activity. Auto generated (?) by the insertion of a new activity record by fetch-
email.php and write-email.php.

activity_type_id
Set at 4 by fetch-email.php and at 3 by write-email.php when creating new
activity records (the default values for the e-mail-in and e-mail-out activity types in
XRMS).

user_id
For incoming emails, this should be the user_id of the primary recipient (the XRMS
user matched in step 2. of fetch-email.php). For outgoing emails, write-email.php
should set this to be the user_id of the user who owns the record of the primary
email recipient ("To:"). In addition, admin-email.php should be able to assign a
valid XRMS user_id to this field.

company_id
This should be the company_id the contact identified by contact_id belongs to. Set
by fetch-email.php for incoming emails and write-email.php for outgoing emails.

division_id
This should be the division_id the contact identified by contact_id belongs to. Set
by fetch-email.php for incoming emails and write-email.php for outgoing emails.

contact_id
For incoming emails, this should be the contact_id of the sender ("From:", the
contact matched in step 1. of fetch-email.php). For outgoing emails, write-
email.php should set this to the contact_id of the primary "To:" addressee.

address_id
This should be the address_id of the contact identified by contact_id (see above).
Set by fetch-email.php for incoming emails and write-email.php for outgoing
emails.

activity_title
This should be the "Subject" of the email. Set by fetch-email.php for incoming
emails and write-email.php for outgoing emails.

activity_description
This should be the "Body" of the email. Set by fetch-email.php for incoming emails
and write-email.php for outgoing emails.

entered_at
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should set this to the date and time the email
was received. For outgoing emails, only if this field is blank, write-email.php should
set this to the current date and time.

entered_by
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should set this to be the same as the
contact_id of the sender. For outgoing emails, only if this field is blank, write-
email.php should set this to be the user_id of the currently logged-in user.

last_modified_at



The date and time the email was last written to the database. For incoming emails,
fetch-email.php should set this to be the same as entered_at. For outgoing
emails, write-email.php should set this to the current date and time, only if
entered_at already contains a value. Finally, delete-email.php should set this to
the current date and time.

last_modified_by
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should set this to be the same as
entered_by. For outgoing emails, write-email.php should set this to be the
user_id of the currently logged-in user only if entered_by already contains a value.
Finally, delete-email.php should set this to the user_id of the currently logged-in
user.

scheduled_at
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should set this to the date and time the email
was received and read-email.php should allow the user to change the date and time.
For outgoing emails, write-email.php should allow the user to manually set the date
and time value.

ends_at
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should set this to the date and time the email
was received and read-email.php should allow the user to change the date and time.
For outgoing emails, write-email.php should allow the user to manually set the date
and time value.

completed_at
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should leave this value blank. read-
email.php should set this to the current date and time if a user sets the value of
activity-status to "c" ("completed") and should erase any value found in this field if
a user sets the value of activity-status to "o" ("open").
For outgoing emails, write-email.php should set this to the current date and time
but only if the email was sent. If the email was "Save as draft"-ed, this field should
remain blank.

completed_by
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should leave this value blank. read-
email.php should set this to the user_id of the currently logged-in user if the user
sets the value of activity-status to "c" ("completed") and should erase any value
found in this field if a user sets the value of activity-status to "o" ("open").
For outgoing emails, write-email.php should set this to the this to the user_id of
the currently logged-in user but only if the email was sent. If the email was "Save as
draft"-ed, this field should remain blank.

activity_status
For incoming emails, fetch-email.php should set this value to "o" ("open"). read-
email.php should allow the user to set this value to "o" ("open") or "c"
("completed").
For outgoing mails write-email.php should set this value to "o" ("open") if the email
is "Save as draft"-ed and set it to "c" ("completed") if the email is sent.

activity_record_status
For both incoming (fetch-email.php) and outgoing emails (write-email.php) should
set this value to "a" for "active". delete-email.php should set this value to "d" for
"deleted".



activity_recurrence_id
It seems XRMS requires (Is this field necessary?) this value to be set to zero so both
fetch-email.php and write-email.php should do so.

Scripts

fetch-mail.php

This script will query the email server for new incoming email messages for one or all user
accounts. The script should also have a boolean variable (e.g.
delete_email_from_server) that can be hard-code set to True/False which will determine
whether messages that have been successfully inserted as activities in XRMS should be
deleted from the email server.

This script will be called with a single numeric parameter which will identify which user
account(s) the email server needs to be queried for. A parameter of zero will mean that all
user accounts should be queried. If the user parameter is not zero, only the account of the
user_id matching the parameter will be queried.

Normally, this script will be called by a cron job, for example, every 15 minutes. It is
recommended that the cron job runs with a parameter of "0" so that it fetches the emails of
all users from the server. (Not part of this project but a link can then be added on XMRS's
navigation bar to allow users to manually call the script to query their own account and
administrators to manually call it to query all accounts).

The script will parse through the headers of each new email trying to perform the following
matches (in this sequence):

1. Match the "From:" email address with the email address of a contact in the XRMS
database (table contacts, field email). If a match is made, the script will perform
Match 2. and then the email will be inserted in the XRMS activities table (see Data
Structure), creating an activity of the type e-mail from. We should allow HTML to
be stored in the body of the email (activity_description). Can some form of
sanitizing be performed to prevent the system from storing malicious java scripts,
etc.? Attachments will be inserted in the email_attachments table and each
attachment should be marked with the activity_id of the email activity it belongs to
and the attachment stored in the attachment field. Messages coming from
addresses that cannot be matched with an XRMS contact will be left on the server
with no further action taken on this particular email. The script can proceed to the
next message or exit if there are no more new messages on the server.

2. Match the "To:" email address with the email address of a user in the XRMS
database (table users, field email). If "To:" cannot be matched, the script should
attempt to match any of the email addresses contained in the "Cc:" and "Bcc:" of
the email with a user email address. If there is no user email address matched in
any of the "To:", "Cc:" and "Bcc:", the script should assume that it has matched the
email with the owner of the XRMS contact (table contacts, field user_id) identified
in Match 1. All email addresses which were found in the "To:", "Cc:" or "Bcc:" of an
incoming email, beside the contact and user matched in 1. and 2. should be stored
as comma separated text values in the email_attachments table,
more_email_addresses field.

If Match 1. was successful and the email, its extra email addresses and all attachments are



successfully inserted in the database and if delete_email_from_server is set to "true",
the script should delete the processed email from the email server. It should then proceed
to process the next email.

If no more messages are found, the script should check if it needs to fetch mail from other
accounts (all accounts are listed in the email_accounts table) and, if all accounts
requested have been processed, exit without calling any other scripts.

read-email.php

This scripts must ensure it is called by a logged-in user (and possibly must also ensure that
the user has view privileges for emails?). All output must include XRMS's customary
interface (loginbar, page_header, navline, msg and sidebar) with the actual script output
appearing in the Content section of the XRMS layout.

The purpose of this script is to retrieve an email from the XRMS activities table (e-mail-
from or e-mail-to, i.e. incoming or outgoing) and display the email on screen.

Besides the standard XMRS interface layout, the script output should include the following,
in the order of parsing out:

1. Buttons along the top:
1. Only if this is an incoming email (e-mail-from, activity_type_id=4), render a

"Reply" button - this button should call the write-email.php script and
pass to it the email activity_id and an action parameter "reply" (or a
numeric value which will be interpreted by the write-email.php script to
mean "reply").

2. Forward - this button should call the write-email.php script and pass to it
the email activity_id and an action parameter "forward" (or a numeric
value which will be interpreted by the write-email.php script to mean
"forward").

3. Delete - this button should call the delete-email.php script and pass to it
the email activity_id.

4. Only if this is an incoming email (e-mail-from, activity_type_id=4), render
an "Archive" button - this button will cause the activity_status field of the
email activity to be set to "c" for completed following which the XRMS's own
/contacts/one.php script should be called, passing to it the value of the
contact_id field of the email activity. This will cause, once an activity is
completed, the user to be returned to viewing the contact the email related
to.

5. Dates:
1. If this is an incoming email (e-mail-from, activity_type_id=4), the label

"Received:" should be rendered. If it is an outgoing email (e-mail-to,
activity_type_id=3) the label "Sent:" should be rendered. Accross from it
the value of the entered_at field of the email activity should be rendered,
non-editable. This will signify the date and time an email was received or
sent.

2. Only if this is an incoming email (e-mail-from, activity_type_id=4), render a
label "Scheduled End:" and an editable field containing the value of the
ends_at field, including the mini-calendar (as implemented in XRMS's
/activities/one.php) that allows users to easily change the scheduled end
of the email activity end time. By default this time is set to the time the



email was received/sent, so unless the user is able to change the end time,
the email will always show as overdue.

3. From/To:
1. If this is an incoming email, parse the contact name (maybe the contact's

company as well) as "From:" and the user's name as "To:". If this is an
outgoing email, the user's name is parsed as "From:" and the contact's
name (and possibly, company) is parsed as "To:".

2. If there are records in the email_attachments table who's email_id
matches the activity_id of the email activity and contain email addresses in
the more_email_addresses, those should be parsed out as additional
recipients (for now, email addresses only, no further matching of users/
contacts).

3. Subject - here, the activity_title should be rendered.
4. Body - the body should be displayed in HTML, allowing HTML markup to take effect.

(The HTML should have been sanitized to prevent the running of malicious scripts,
like java, etc.)

5. Attachments:
1. If there are records in the email_attachments table who's email_id

matches the activity_id of the email activity and contain entries in the
email_attachments fields, the attachments should be listed out as links.
Each link should reference the download_attachment.php script and pass to
it the item_id of the corresponding attachment to allow the user to open/
download an attachment locally.

download-attachment.php

IMPORTANT: To prevent external users executing this script without authorization, this
script must ensure, before processing the request, that it is called by a logged-in user who
has permissions to download/open attachments.

All this script does is to make available for download/open on the user's local machine the
attachment referenced by the item_id passed to the script when the script is called.

write-email.php

This scripts must ensure it is called by a logged-in user (and possibly must also ensure that
the user has write privileges for emails?). All output must include XRMS's customary
interface (loginbar, page_header, navline, msg and sidebar) with the actual script output
appearing in the Content section of the XRMS layout.

This script is needs to perform one of the following actions, depending on the parameters
passed to it:

1. Write and send a new message
2. Reply to and send a message
3. Forward and send a message
4. Save as draft an edited message
5. Discard changes to an edited message
6. Attach a file to an edited message.

The action performed will depend on the combination of three parameters (it is probably
better to label the parameters passed to the script with something other than the actual
database field names):



1. activity_id - To write a new message, this value will be set to zero and the script
will output a blank text area to be edited, as well as store all the form input in a
newly created email activity. If the activity_id is other than zero and matches a
valid email-type activity from the XRMS database, the script should check the action
parameter to determine whether we are replying or forwarding a message.

2. contact_id - this parameter needs to be set only if the activity_id=0 (write new
email) and will pass to the script the contact the email is to be addressed to.

3. action - This parameter determines whether an email is being replied to or
forwarded. It can be passed as a string (reply, forward) or a numeric value which
the script will interpret to mean one of the two.

Besides the standard XMRS interface layout, the write-email.php script output should
include the following, in the order of parsing out:

1. Buttons along the top:
1. "Send" - this button will cause all data modified in the email form to be sent

as an email and then stored in the database. If the activity_id passed to
the write-email.php script when it was called is 0, the data should be stored
in a newly created activity and the entered_at and last_modified_at set
to the current date and time. If the activity_id corresponds to a valid
email activity record, the data should overwrite the email activity previously
stored in the database and only the last_modified_at should be set to the
current date and time. The activity_status should be set to "c"
(completed) in either case. Following the storing of the data in the
database, the script should exit and XRMS's own /contacts/one.php script
should be called, passing to it the value of the contact_id field of the email
activity.

2. "Save Draft" - this button will cause all data modified in the email form to be
stored in the database without sending the email. If the activity_id
passed to the write-email.php script when it was called is 0, the data should
be stored in a newly created activity and the entered_at and
last_modified_at set to the current date and time. If the activity_id
corresponds to a valid email activity record, the data should overwrite the
email activity previously stored in the database and only the
last_modified_at should be set to the current date and time. The
activity_status should remain set to "o" (open). After storing the record in
the database, the script should exit and XRMS's own /contacts/one.php
script should be called, passing to it the value of the contact_id field of the
email activity.

3. "Discard Changes" Delete - this button should simply exit the script without
saving any of the entered data (maybe a pop-up "Are you sure?"
confirmation would be nice) and then the XRMS's own /contacts/one.php
script should be called, passing to it the value of the contact_id field of the
email activity.

4. Date - the current date and time should be displayed.
5. From/To:

1. "From:" should be set to the email address of the currently logged-in user.
This value should not be editable.

2. "To:" - If this is a new message (activity_id=0), the recipient should be set
to the email address of the contact identified by the contact_id parameter
passed when write-email.php was called. If the activity_id corresponds to
an existing activity, the email address of the contact already stored in the
database should be used as a recipient. This value should be editable.



3. "Cc:" - If there are records in the email_attachments table who's
email_id matches the activity_id of the email activity and contain email
addresses in the more_email_addresses, those should be parsed out as
additional recipients (for now, email addresses only, no further matching of
users/contacts). This field should be editable.

4. "Bcc:" - A blank editable field should be displayed.
5. Subject - if this is not a new message, the activity_title should be rendered,

prepended with "Re: " or "Fw: " if the write-email.php was called with a reply or
forward parameter. This value should be editable.

6. Body - If this is a new message, a blank textarea should be presented. If this is not
a new message, the body stored in the activity_description (email body) of the
email activity referenced by the activity_id should be pre-loaded in the text area to
allow a message to be replied to or forwarded. (The HTML should have been
sanitized to prevent the running of malicious scripts, like java, etc.) The editing of
HTML emails can be done with the fckeditor already plugged into XRMS.

1. If the message is being replied to, the email body (activity_description)
should be prepended with a blank line, followed by a line containing
"========= Original Message =========" and the edit cursor should
be placed in the blank line. The subject line of the message (activity_title)
should be prepended with "Re: ".

1. If the message is being forwarded, the email body (activity_description)
should be prepended with a blank line, followed by a line containing
"========= Forwarded Message =========" and the edit cursor
should be placed in the blank line. The subject line of the message
(activity_title) should be prepended with "Fw: ".

2. Attachments:
1. If this is not a new email (activity_id>0) and the action parameter passed

to write-email.php indicated the message isbeing forwarded, we should
check if there are records in the email_attachments table who's email_id
matches the activity_id of the email activity and whether those contain
entries in the email_attachments fields. The attacments should be listed
out as links and attached to the email before it is sent. Each link should
reference the download_attachment.php script and pass to it the item_id of
the corresponding attachment to allow the user to open/download an
attachment locally to view them before sending. Next to each attachment,
a "Delete" link should be rendered which should allow the deletion of the
corresponding attachment.

2. Allow adding attachments - an small upload form should be included to
allow the user to upload a local file and have it attached to the email.
Before the email is sent, the attachment should be stored in the
email_attachments table with an email_id matching the activity_id of
the message being sent.

delete-email.php

This scripts must ensure it is called by a logged-in user (and possibly must also ensure that
the user has write privileges for emails?). This script has no UI output except possibly a
pop-up javascript confirmation dialong ("Are you sure? OK/Cancel").

The script will be called by passing to it the activity_id of the email activity to be deleted.
If the user clicks "OK", the script will set the activity_record_status to "d" (deleted) and
will delete all records in the email_attachments table with an email_id matching the
activity_id being deleted. Following its execution, it should redirect to XRMS's /contact/



one.php and pass to it the contact_id of the contact to whom the deleted activity was
attached.

admin-email.php

The intention of this script is to allow an administrative user to manually create contact
records in XRMS from selected emails found on the server that the fetch-email.php has
failed to process (if it could not match the email address of the sender with an email
address of a contact in the XRMS database).

It should verify that it is called by a logged-in admin user and then parse out the standard
XRMS UI layout and place its output in the Content section. Next, it should call the fetch-
email.php script to ensure that all emails that could be matched with contacts within XRMS
have been processed.

Then the script will connect to the email server and retrieve all messages for all users listed
in the email_accounts table presently on the server and list them in a table, showing the
date/time, "From:" email address and the email's subject line. Across from each email
there should be a link "Create Contact" and a drop-down selection box allowing the
adminstrator to assign this email to an XRMS user. If the "Create Contact" link is clicked,
the script should create a contact record in XRMS and set its email address to be the same
as the "From:" email address of the email and its user_id to be the one selected by the
adminstrator. This will ensure that the next time fetch-email.php is run, it will grab that
email from the server and attach it to the newly created contact and assign it to the
specified user.

Required Hooks in XRMS

Clicking on an email activity in /activities/some.php should call the read-mail.php instead of
the /activites/one.php.
Clicking on and email link of a contact should call the write-email.php and pass to it the
contact_id of the current contact to create a new message addressed to that contact.

Resources

procmail-activity gateway plugin - A plugin which stores incoming emails as activities into
XRMS. The emails are "piped" to the script using procmail.

Four-part series on writing a webmail client unrelated to XRMS:
1. PHP Email
2. A Login System for a PHP Email Application
3. Building the Index Page for a PHP Email Application
4. Coding Folders for a PHP Email Application

Optional Features

1. In fetch-email.php, parse all additional email addresses against users and contacts
and attempt to add them as activity paricipants.

http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=1429486&group_id=88850&atid=588130
http://www.devshed.com/c/a/PHP/PHP-Email/
http://www.devshed.com/c/a/PHP/A-Login-System-for-a-PHP-Email-Application/
http://www.devshed.com/c/a/PHP/Building-the-Index-Page-for-a-PHP-Email-Application/
http://www.devshed.com/c/a/PHP/Coding-Folders-for-a-PHP-Email-Application/


2. Parse and store Cc: and Bcc: addresses separately rather than bunching them into
the email-attachments table, more_email_addresses field.
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